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Developmental Regulation of Vesicle Transport
in Drosophila Embryos: Forces and Kinetics

Moreover, after fertilization, the cytoplasm is rapidly re-
structured on a massive scale (Foe and Alberts, 1983).
These developmental rearrangements follow a stereo-
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typed choreography, implying tight regulatory control.*Department of Molecular Biology
Understanding intracellular transport is thus not only a†Princeton Materials Institute
fundamental cell biological problem, but a key to devel-Howard Hughes Medical Institute
opment.Princeton University

The basic machinery for transport has been identified:Princeton, New Jersey 08544
members of the dynein and kinesin superfamilies of mo-
tor proteins ferry a variety of cargoes along cytoskeletal
microtubules (MTs). These cargoes include chromo-Summary
somes, pigment granules, mitochondria, Golgi appara-
tus, and endosomes (Thaler and Haimo, 1996). However,In Drosophila embryos, microtubules oriented along
exactly how the activity of motor proteins is integratedapical–basal directions support saltatory vesicle move-
with the spatiotemporal control of transport remainsment. Vesicle traffic includes lipid droplets whose distri-
unclear. Previous investigations have implicated phos-bution shifts twice during early embryogenesis. Using
phorylation of kinesin and dynein (or of associated pro-microscopy, optical tweezers, and a novel squashed-
tein complexes) in altering cargo specificity and/ormount embryo preparation, we tracked single droplets
motor activity (Sato-Yoshitake et al., 1992; Lee and Hol-and measured the forces these generated. Droplet
lenbeck, 1995). Regulation of transport might conceiv-stalling forces change developmentally, in a roughly
ably be brought about in any of a variety of ways, forquantized fashion, consistent with variation in the
example: by changing the type or number of motorsnumber of active motors. We characterized a muta-
attached to vesicles, by altering the enzymatic activitytion, klarsicht, that affects droplet transport. Klar1 fa-
of attached motors (thereby tuning the speed or force),cilitates changes in force, possibly by coordinating
or by adjusting the lengths of time during which motorsthe activity of multiple motors. Alterations in transport
continuously transport cargo unidirectionally beforeaffected motion in both apical and basal directions,
stopping or reversing.indicating tight coupling between motors of opposite

To address regulation of transport, we studied salta-polarity. Mutations in klar also affect nuclear migration
tory vesicle motion in Drosophila embryos (Foe andduring eye development, suggesting multiple roles for
Alberts, 1983). We chose to focus on the movement

klar-based transport.
of storage organelles for neutral lipids, known as lipid
droplets, which move in the periphery of embryos. This

Introduction experimental system affords a number of advantages.
Drosophila is amenable to genetic analysis, embryos at

Polarized cells face the problem of establishing an well-defined stages are easily selected, and we found
asymmetric distribution of their components. For small stereotyped variations in vesicle traffic. Droplets are rel-
molecules or aggregates that travel short distances, atively large organelles (z0.5 mm diameter), which can
purely diffusive motion suffices, but for larger objects be tracked at nanometer resolution by video-enhanced
and/or longer distances, active transport is required. differential contrast interference (VE-DIC) microscopy
Such transport relies on the action of motor proteins coupled with computer-based centroid analysis. More-
that move cargo along cytoskeletal tracks. Specific ex- over, highly refractive lipid droplets represent excellent
amples include the orchestrated movements of chromo- candidates for manipulation by optical trapping (“optical
somes during cell division (Hyman and Mitchison, 1991), tweezers”), permitting direct measurement of forces.
the delivery of ribonucleoprotein particles in the devel- Using a combination of high-resolution optical tracking
oping oocyte of Drosophila (Wang and Hazelrigg, 1994), and ex vivo force measurements, we characterized the
and the axonal transport of vesicles between nerve cell physical parameters associated with the transport of
bodies and the synapse, in certain cases over distances individual lipid droplets in Drosophila embryos. We were
of meters (Grafstein and Forman, 1980). Loss of trans- particularly interested in parameters that change at de-
port machinery can lead to severe defects. In Drosoph- velopmental transitions and thus might account for the
ila, dynein is essential for cell viability (Gepner et al., bulk shifts in vesicle distribution. Our measurements of
1996), while kinesin mutations disrupt axonal transport, individual droplets areconsistent with the observed bulk
leading to impaired function reminiscent of vertebrate transport and suggest that understanding global mo-
motor neuron disease (Hurd and Saxton, 1996). A re- tions can bereduced to unraveling the behavior of single
quirement for active transport is particularly evident in vesicles. We also examined vesicle transport in embryos
thedevelopment of early embryos,where an asymmetric derived from mothers mutant for the klarsicht gene
distribution of components underlies the establishment (Wieschaus and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1986). klar embryos
of a basic body plan (e.g., Nüsslein-Volhard et al., 1987). show an altered distribution of lipid droplets at the onset

of gastrulation and therefore are comparatively trans-
parent. Historically, klarsicht (clear view) mutations have‡To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Figure 1. Bulk Movement of Kinesin–b-Galactosidase Fusion Protein and Lipid Droplets during Early Development

(A and B) Embryos expressing a kinesin–b-galactosidase fusion protein were fixed and stained to reveal its distribution. (A) Early syncytial
blastoderm, showing a uniform distribution; (B) cycle 14, showing band of localization 35–40 mm from the surface.
(C–F) Embryos at different stages were stained with Nile Red to reveal the lipid droplet distribution. (C) Early syncytial blastoderm. Arrow,
pole cells that are depleted of lipid droplets. (D) Before mitosis 13. Scale bar 5 100 mm. (E) Midcellularization. (F) Germ-band extension.

embryos in which internal structures are more readily the cellular layer of the embryo (Figure 1F). Thus, the
droplet population exhibits three distinct phases: phaseseen, but little is known about the klar gene and its

function. I (syncytial blastoderm), corresponding to peripheral
distribution (z45 min); phase II (beginning of cycle 14
until the end of cellularization), corresponding to basalResults
accumulation (z55 min); and phase III (gastrulation),
corresponding to apical redistribution (z20 min). Be-The Distribution of Lipid Droplets Is Regulated

Several lines of evidence suggest that lipid droplets are cause lipid droplets are quite refractile and therefore
scatter light, their movements generate global changestransported by motors along microtubule (MT) tracks.

First, during cycle 14, MTs extend radially inward, in in the opacity of embryos. During phase II, yolk vesicles
and lipid droplets draw back from the periphery, leavingbasal–apical directions, coincident with droplet tracks

(Fullilove and Jacobson, 1971). Second, a kinesin– in their wake a transparent zone z35 mm deep (cyto-
plasmic clearing). By phase III, the embryo becomesb-galactosidase fusion protein that localizes to the plus

ends of MTs in a variety of Drosophila cells (Giniger et opaque again as droplets shift apically (clouding).
We quantified redistribution during phase II by scoringal., 1993) is redistributed during the syncytial blastoderm

stage, moving from an initially uniform distribution (Fig- the number of lipid droplets at various distances below
the embryo surface by electron microscopy. In cycleure 1A) to a zone of high accumulation 35–40 mm below

the surface (Figure 1B). This result confirms that MTs 12 embryos, near the transition from phase I, droplets
formed a broad, bell-shaped distribution, peaking be-traverse the entire region over which saltatory transport

has been observed (Foe and Alberts, 1983), with their tween 18 and 30 mm beneath the surface (Figures 2A
and 2E). For embryos in mid-phase II, when apical re-plus ends located more centrally. Third, lipid droplet

motion is first detected when cell nuclei (and associated gions have been depleted of most of their lipid droplets,
the region between 30 and 42 mm displayed a prominentcentrosomes) reach the surface but ceases during syn-

cytial mitoses, when cytoplasmic MTs aredisassembled peak (Figures 2B and 2F). At maximal clearing, by the
end of cellularization at the transition to phase III, theprior to the formation of spindles (Foe and Alberts, 1983;

our unpublished data). Fourth, drugs that specifically distribution peak had shifted to the zone between 42
and 48 mm, with the majority of lipid droplets beingdestabilize MTs abolish saltatory movement of droplets

almost immediately (Edgar et al., 1987). Finally, it seems found in the yolk sac, outside the newly formed cells
(Figures 2C and 2G). The average distance of dropletsunlikely that droplets could be driven by the polymeriza-

tion or treadmilling of MTs, because polymerization from the surface increased roughly 10 mm during phase
II. Because cell–yolk sac connections remain intact forrates (z20–30 mm/min in Xenopus egg extracts; Parsons

and Salmon, 1997) are too slow to account for observed some time thereafter (Rickoll, 1976), droplets remain
free to move more apically during phase III. Althoughdroplet speeds in excess of 1 mm/s.

The whole droplet population shifts dramatically dur- the total number of lipid droplets varied somewhat from
embryo to embryo, we observed no systematic changeing early embryogenesis. At the beginning of the blasto-

derm stage, droplets are found throughout the periphery in number with age, implying that redistributions occur
via movements of existing droplets.(Figure 1C). Droplets visibly clear from the most periph-

eral zone after nuclei complete four additional rounds Lipid droplets cleared at nearly all distances from the
periphery simultaneously but initially cleared more ex-of division, and the embryo enters cycle 14 (Figure 1D).

By the start of cellularization, most droplets are found tensively from apical than from basal regions, resulting
in transient increases of droplet populations in centralin a band surrounding the central yolk (Figure 1E). Basal

accumulation is reversed during the first 15 min of gas- compartments. These data exclude certain models of
bulk droplet transport. Droplets are not carried basallytrulation, as droplets become redistributed throughout
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Figure 2. Clearing of Lipid Droplets from the
Cortical Cytoplasm during Phase II

Electron micrographs of wild-type embryos
from cycle 12 (A), cycle 14 early cellularization
(B), and cycle 14 cellular blastoderm (C). Ori-
entation:apical, top; basal, bottom (scale bar,
10 mm). Lipid droplets appear as small trans-
parent circles. (D) A high magnification view
(scale bar, 2.5 mm) shows one yolk vesicle
(large sphere with dark inclusion), abundant
lipid droplets (transparent spheres), and mi-
tochondria (smaller, dark vesicles). (E–G) For
eachembryo, the graph below showsthe per-
centage of droplets in various zones along
the apical–basal axis.

by a bulk flow of cytoplasm, because in that case their motion: (1) the persistence time, the average amount of
time spent during segments of travel exclusively in eitherspatial distribution would be expected to change little

with time (and in any case, bulk flow cannot accommo- the plus end (basal) or minus end (apical) direction, de-
fined as ,t1. or ,t2., respectively, (2) the averagedate purely centripetal movement), nor are they swept

inward by a moving sieve, for example, by a network of distance traveled during these segments in either direc-
tion, defined as ,d1. and ,d2., and (3) the averagecytoskeletal fibers, because removal of droplets from

apical regions would then precede transport in more velocity maintained during these segments, defined as
,v1. and ,v2., and computed as a weighted meanbasal zones.
(Table 1). Because few, if any, droplets remained stalled
for significant periods of time, the population is charac-Droplet Kinetics Explain Changes

in Bulk Distributions terized by the net difference between apical and basal
segment motions. One can then derive a bulk displace-Is it possible to understand global transport from micro-

scopic droplet behavior? To address this question, we ment rate, B, which provides an estimate for the overall
flux of droplets (Table 2). To illustrate, we compute B fordeveloped a novel preparation to visualize and track

individual lipid droplets at nanometer scale resolution. the wild type in phase II. Subtracting the mean distance
traveled by droplets moving apically, ,d2. 5 1092 nm,Single embryos at defined stages of development were

dechorionated, placed on a glass microscope slide, and from the mean distance traveled moving basally, ,d1. 5

1495nm, yields a round trip distance of 403 nm.covered with halocarbon oil (Experimental Procedures).
Embryos were then flattened between a cover glass and The average such round trip takes ,t1. 1 ,t2. 5 7.11

s. Dividing the distance by time yields a bulk flux, B, ofthe slide, with the degree of compression being carefully
controlled by spacers, to a final thickness of roughly 50 z57 nm/s (3.4 mm/min) in the basal direction. The signs

of fluxes computed from microscopic observations cor-mm. This flattened preparation preserves the approxi-
mate geometry of the original embryo and supports vesi- rectly predict the direction of all the fluxes observed:

minimal shifts during phase I, net inward displacementcle motion up to 2 hr, ex vivo. The overall thinness of
the preparation makes it well-suited for high numerical during clearing, and net outward displacement during

clouding.aperture (double oil immersion) optics, in combination
with VE-DIC microscopy, affording the best possible Which microscopic parameters are modulated to

cause the lipid droplet flux to change during the variousspatial resolution during observations.
In general, droplets were selected for subsequent phases? The difference between apical and basal accu-

mulation is largely determined by the basal persistencequantitative analysis from videotape recordings by eye;
these tended to undergo sustained movement with con- time, ,t1. (Table 1). In particular, the switch from basal

transport in phase II to apical transport in phase IIIsiderable variation in speed (peak speed being several
fold larger than average speed, up to roughly 1.5 mm/s stemmed largely from the nearly 2-fold drop in ,t1.,

while ,t2., ,v1., and ,v2. remained almost constant.in each direction). Because movements were both bidi-
rectional and saltatory, records of individual droplets
were first parsed into a series of segments representing klar Mutations Alter Statistics of Droplet Motion

Defects in vesicle movement potentially disrupt the nor-more or less continuous motion in any one particular
direction (Experimental Procedures). By analyzing im- mal sequence of clearing and clouding during develop-

ment, resulting in abnormal distributions of the refractileages of droplet positions as functions of time, we ex-
tracted three statistics to characterize the microscopic lipid droplets. Mutations in organellar transport pathway
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Table 1. Kinetic Parameters of Lipid Droplet Motion, Determined from Centroid Tracking of Individual Droplets

Persistence Time, s Average Distance, nm Weighted Mean Velocity, nm/s
Mean 6 SEM (n) Mean 6 SEM (n) Mean 6 SEM (n)

Embryo and Stage (n) Basal, <t1> Apical, <t2> Basal, <d1> Apical, <d2> Basal, <v1> Apical, <v2>

wt phase I (3) 2.01 6 0.09 (82) 2.16 6 0.13 (79) 1073 6 164 (82) 1219 6 188 (79) 407 6 49 (82) 475 6 42 (79)
wt phase II (2) 4.46 6 0.12 (61) 2.65 6 0.47 (57) 1495 6 41 (61) 1092 6 143 (57) 321 6 15 (61) 359 6 50 (57)
wt phase III (2) 2.50 6 0.35 (54) 2.76 6 0.11 (53) 815 6 25 (54) 1140 6 52 (53) 285 6 66 (54) 378 6 35 (53)
klar phase II (3) 2.7 6 0.26 (107) 1.93 6 0.21 (108) 547 6 95 (107) 413 6 25 (108) 162 6 40 (71) 134 6 12 (79)
klar phase III (3) 3.45 6 0.15 (124) 2.59 6 0.60 (116) 871 6 148 (124) 593 6 97 (116) 210 6 30 (124) 191 6 24 (116)

genes might therefore be recognized by altered opacity small, refractile particles (Svoboda and Block, 1994a;
Visscher et al., 1996). By attaching kinesin proteins toin affected embryos. klar is one such mutant (Wieschaus
uniform microscopic beads, optical tweezers have beenand Nüsslein-Volhard, 1986): klar embryos are more
used to measure the elementary steps and forces pro-transparent, but the underlying cellular defect has not
duced by single motors moving along MTs in vitro (Svo-been characterized.
boda et al., 1993; Svoboda and Block, 1994b). OpticalThe klar phenotype is most apparent during phase III
tweezers can also be used to exert forces on refractileof transport. Embryos laid by females homozygous for
organelles inside living cells (Ashkin et al., 1990). Wepresumptive null alleles of klar (termed “klar embryos”,
have adapted this approach to quantitate the forceshere) are unusually transparent from gastrulation on-
powering lipid droplet transport in preparations of flat-ward (Figures 3A and 3B). The lipid droplets of such
tened Drosophila embryos. Calibrations were accom-embryos were concentrated in the yolk sac (Figure 3D),
plished using a variation of the “escape force method”rather than distributed throughout the cellular layer, as
(Figure 4A; Experimental Procedures). At a given laserin wild type (Figure 3C), because during gastrulation,
power, only a fraction of droplets are stopped: thosebasally accumulated droplets spread apically to only a
that escape are pulled by motors exerting forces greaterminor degree (data not shown). During phase II, klar
than those applied by the trap. For each developmentalembryos were indistinguishable from wild type, as
phase and genotype studied, the fraction of lipid drop-judged by video analysis of living embryos (Figures 3E
lets escaping from the trap was scored as a function ofand 3F), lipid droplet staining (Figures 3G and 3H), and
laser power. Beyond some critical laser power, Fc, allelectron microscopy (Figures 3I, 3J, 3K, and 3L).
droplets become stalled. The relationship between laserHowever, higher resolution video recordings from in-
power and the proportion of organelles escaping thetact klar embryos, as well as measurements in flattened
trap was used to estimate the mean stall force, Fst, forpreparations, revealed a severe impairment of motion:
lipid droplet motion (Experimental Procedures).during all three phases, droplets moved less frequently

In wild-type embryos, the mean droplet stall forceand less vigorously than in wild type. This difference is
varied markedly with the developmental stage (Figuresparticularly evident in phase II, where the basal and
4B and 4C). From 3.3 pN during phase I, Fst increasedapical velocities and travel distances are less than half
to 5.5 pN in phase II, then returned to an intermediatethat of the wild type (Table 1). In both phases, ,t1. is
level of 4.7 pN during phase III. Despite this develop-significantly larger than ,t2., tilting the balance toward
mental variation, the forces were nearly the same fora net basal flux, which prevents reclouding in mutant
droplets escaping in either the apicalor basal directions.embryos.
At any given laser power, the percentage of dropletsklar mutations affect lipid droplet transport, but video
stalled in either direction was the same to within theand electron microscopic analysis revealed no defects
standard error of the measurement, typically about 5%in cellularization and gastrulation or altered distributions
(data not shown). The klar mutation, in contrast, gener-of embryonic nuclei, yolk vesicles, or mitochondria. In
ated comparatively low stall forces, 1.2 pN, that wereparticular, during phase II the kinesin–b-galactosidase
independent of the direction of movement and did notfusion protein accumulated basally, just as in wild type
change with the developmental stage.(data not shown), indicating that the polarity of MT tracks

was undisturbed. Although eye development is dis-
rupted (see below), mutant embryos nevertheless de-

Table 2. Predicted Droplet Fluxes, B, Calculated from the
velop into viable, fertile adults. Kinetic Parameters of Table 1

Predicted Bulk Displacement, B
Mean 6 SEMForces Driving Lipid Droplets Are

Embryo and Stage (n) Direction Rate (mm/min)Developmentally Controlled
To investigate the physical mechanism responsible for wt phase I (3) (none) 2.1 6 4.9
altered droplet motion in klar embryos, we used optical wt phase II (2) basal 3.4 6 1.5

wt phase III (2) apical 3.7 6 0.9tweezers to measure the forces powering droplets. In-
klar phase II (3) basal 1.7 6 1.0frared laser-based optical traps (optical tweezers) can
klar phase III (3) basal 2.7 6 2.4

be used to manipulate and exert controlled forces on
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Figure 4. Stall Forces Change throughout Development

(A) Calibration. Droplet diameter versus escape force from the opti-
cal trap. Each point represents an average of four lipid droplets of
similar size; the data are fit to a linear relationship (solid line).
(B) Embryo stall force measurements. Percentage of droplets escap-
ing the optical trap as a function of a variable trapping force,
achieved by adjusting the laser power. Data points summarize mea-
surements from 5–10 embryos, with 30–50 droplets tracked per
embryo. The x-intercept for each fit line represents the extrapolated
critical force, Fc, beyond which no droplets escape.
(C) Mean droplet stall force, Fs, plotted against the presumed number
of active motors. Fs values were computed from the Fc determina-

Figure 3. klar Alters Global Droplet Distribution in Phase III, but Not
tions in (B) by applying corrections, as described in the Experimental

in Phase II
Procedures. The slope of the weighted line fit (solid line) corre-

Wild-type (left panels) and klar (right panels) embryos were com- sponds to 1.10 6 0.04 pN/motor; note that the unconstrained fit
pared while alive (A, B, E, and F) or after fixation and staining with passes nearly through the origin (y-intercept 0.10 6 0.09 pN).
Nile Red (C, D, G, and H) as in Figure 1, or by electron microscopy
(I–L) as in Figure 2 (scale bar, 10 mm). After clouding stages (germ-
band extension, A–D), klar embryos are more transparent due to embryos, lateral displacements were consistently larger
basally accumulated lipid droplets. In phase II (early cycle 14, E–L),

when droplets moved apically, toward the minus endsklar embryos are indistinguishable from wild type.
of MTs (Table 3). In klar embryos, however, the lateral
displacement was the same for both directions of travel.Plus and Minus End Motion May Rely

on Different Motors
Kinesin molecules move along linear tracks parallel to Table 3. Average Lateral Displacements of Droplets Moving
individual protofilaments of the MT lattice (Gelles et al., Apically or Basally
1988; Ray et al., 1993). As a consequence, beads driven Lateral Displacement, nm
toward the plus ends of MTs by single kinesin motors Mean 6 SEM (n)
invitro display remarkably little side-to-side motion (Gel-

Embryo and Stage (n) Basal Travel Apical Travelles et al., 1988). Conversely, beads driven by cyto-
wt phase I (3) 31.3 6 2.2 (54) 49.7 6 9.0 (50)plasmic dynein molecules wander freely over the MT
wt phase II (2) 32.6 6 2.5 (53) 43.5 6 5.0 (35)surface lattice while proceeding toward the minus end,
wt phase III (2) 37.6 6 2.9 (56) 52.7 6 5.7 (50)resulting in a substantially greater lateral motion (Wang
klar phase II (2) 26.3 6 2.0 (58) 27.7 6 2.1 (49)et al., 1995). We monitored the mean lateral displace-
klar phase III (3) 25.9 6 1.9 (56) 30.3 6 2.5 (42)

ments for the droplets in our preparations. In wild-type
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development allow one to study concomitant changes
in motor properties.

Working in semiintact preparations entails certain lim-
itations. For example, there are larger uncertainties in
force and position than for work in vitro, and the molecu-
lar components are numerous and largely undefined. In
particular, we do not yet know which molecular motors
power lipid droplets. However, because genetic and mo-
lecular analysis is well-developed in Drosophila, it
should be possible in the future to characterize the com-
ponents of this transport system, for example, by investi-
gating the effects of mutations in MT motor proteins
(Saxton et al., 1991; Gepner et al., 1996).

One particular strength of this system is that we can
link local and global aspects of transport. Is the bulk
flux inferred from microscopic observations sufficient
to account for the change in global droplet distribution?
The periphery of phase II embryos clears within 40 min,
with the major decrease in opacity occurring in just 10
min. The droplet population as a whole shifts basally
through roughly 10 mm during phase II, yielding an aver-

Figure 5. klar Causes Mislocalization of Photoreceptor Nuclei in
age transport rate of 0.25–1 mm/min. Certain subpopula-Developing Eye Discs
tions have higher rates because the extent of bulk trans-Eye imaginal discs from wild-type (A) and klar (B) third-instar larvae
port varies with time and position along the apical–basalwere fixed, stained for the neural antigen Elav, and sectioned longi-
axis; for example, initially droplets clear more exten-tudinally. (Orientation: apical, top;basal, bottom; anterior, right; pos-

terior, left.) The optical stalk extends from the epithelium basally sively from apical than from basal regions. The calcu-
and posteriorly. lated flux rate of 3.4 mm/min for phase II is more than

sufficient to accommodate this global redistribution and
suggests that factors other than the mobility of individ-
ual droplets may limit bulk transport, for example: theklar Mutations Disrupt Nuclear Migration
rate with which MTs regrow after mitosis 13, the slowingAs well as impairing lipid droplet motion, klar mutations
of transport as lipid droplets pile up basally, or the inter-disturb eye development. In third-instar eye discs, stain-
ference from yolk vesicles that accumulate to high den-ing for the nuclearantigen Elav showed that photorecep-
sities in the basal-most region.tor nuclei were mispositioned along the apical–basal

The calculated bulk flow is also of sufficient magni-axis. In the wild type, nuclei are normally positioned in
tude and appropriate direction to account for dropletclusters near the apical surface of the eye disc (Figure
population shifts in all other stages examined. In wild-5A), whereas in klar, few such nuclei remained in apical
type phase III embryos, apical fluxes are consistent withregions. Instead, most nuclei were found near the basal
clouding behavior; in klar phase III embryos, basal fluxsurface, and a number had even migrated into axons of
prevents this clouding.the optic stalk (Figure 5B). In cross sections of adult

klar eyes, the rhabdomeres of many photoreceptor cells
were either misshapen or missing altogether (data not

Forces In Vivoshown). Mutations in the marbles gene (marb) cause a
Our measurements permit quantitation of changing mo-similar mislocalization of nuclei and also produce mis-
tor forces during development. Mean stall forces ap-shapen rhabdomeres (Fischer-Vize and Mosley, 1994).
peared to be quantized in discrete multiples of aboutDeletion analysis mapped klar close to marb, and all marb
1.1 pN (Figure 4C). What could be the basis for thisalleles we examined (marbCD4, marbBX3, and marbBP3) had
phenomenon? Assuming that the applied load were dis-additional defects in lipid droplet transport. Further-
tributed equally among multiple motors, and that thesemore, klar and marb alleles failed to complement one
acted independently, one would expect the stall forceanother, both for the adult eye and droplet transport
for two motors to be double that of a single motor,defects (data not shown). We conclude that marb and
subject to simplifying assumptions about the motor dutyklar represent the same gene.
cycle, discussed below (see Model). In support of this,
preliminary experiments with silica beads carrying lim-
iting amounts of squid kinesin protein moving on micro-Discussion
tubules in vitro suggest that the stall force for twokinesin
molecules is indeed double that of one (S. M. B., K.In vivo organelle transport has previously been investi-

gated in a variety of systems where vesicle motion per- Visscher, and M. J. Schnitzer, unpublished data). Con-
sistent with this picture, klar droplets, with a stall forcesists for minutes to hours (Brady et al., 1985; Schliwa

et al., 1991; Thaler and Haimo, 1992; Hamm-Alvarez et near 1.2 pN, could carry one active motor (,n. 5 1);
phase I droplets, three active motors (,n. 5 3); phaseal., 1993). Our ex vivo approach continues in this tradi-

tion but allows genetic analysis as well. Additionally, III droplets, four active motors (,n. 5 4); and phase II
droplets, five active motors (,n. 5 5). Empirically, therethe stereotyped changes in transport that occur during
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is a linear relationship between stall forces and pre-
sumed motor number, with the unconstrained line fit
passing through the origin (Figure 4C).

The “unit motor” producing a unitary force of 1.1 pN
could, of course, represent either a single motor mole-
cule or a complex of several motors acting in concert.
A unitary force of 1.1 pN seems somewhat low compared
to the 4–6 pN measured for squid kinesin in vitro (Svo-
boda and Block, 1994b). Lipid droplet motors may be
less powerful, or active motors may display different
behaviors in vivo and in vitro. An earlier force measure-
ment of vesicle movement inReticulomyxa also reported
lower values than those found for kinesin (z2.6 pN per
motor, but with an uncertainty of a factor of 2–3; Ashkin
et al., 1990).

Persistence Control
Lipid droplets appeared to be in constant motion, re-
maining stationary for negligible times. Their bulk trans- Figure 6. Features of the Klar1-Dependent Transport System
port could be regulated, in principle, either by changing

(A) Klar1 coordinates multiple motors on a lipid droplet.
the droplet velocity or droplet persistence time, in either (B) Absence of Klar1 results in a tug-of-war. (C) Klar1 coordinates
or both directions. In wild-type embryos, the largest multiple motors so that they switch direction simultaneously. This

cartoon is based on a single species of bidirectional motor, butdifference in bulk transport was observed between
analogous models are possible for distinct plus and minus end–phases II and III, when droplet velocities remained un-
directed motors.changed. Instead, changes in droplet flux seemed to be

governed mainly by changes in the persistence time,
specifically that of droplets moving basally. To control and MT correlated with polarity. The simplest explana-
the persistence time, either the number of motors or the tion for this difference is that there are distinct plus and
enzymatic activity of individual motors could be altered. minus end–directed motors, which either differ in size,
Attaching multiple motors to droplets would have the affecting the length of the linkage between the MT and
effect of increasing the persistence time by raising the droplet, or differ in the ways in which they proceed along
probability that at least one motor remained bound. The the MT surface lattice. A bidirectional motor cannot be
basal persistence measured in the wild type is consis- ruled out, however, provided that its properties changed
tent with this proposal, assuming that changes in force sufficiently with directional polarity. For now, the leading
do indeed result from changes in motor number: the candidate for the apical (minus end–directed) motor is
persistence time is longest in phase II (five motors), a cytoplasmic dynein, primarily because this is the only
shorter in phase III (four motors), and shortest in phase minus end–directed motor known to generate velocities
I (three motors). However, this correlation is not ob- up to 1.5 mm/s, similar to those observed. Moreover,
served in klar embryos or in apically directed movement the increase in lateral displacement observed during
in wild-type embryos. Thus, changes in force and pre- apical motion is roughly comparable to that measured
sumed motor number cannot be the only factors affect- for cytoplasmic dynein in vitro, which wanders over the
ing the persistence time. MT surface lattice (Wang et al., 1995), in contrast with

native kinesin, which tracks strictly along single MT pro-
tofilaments (Gelles et al., 1988; Ray et al., 1993) (Experi-Coupling of Motion in Opposite Directions

Several lines of evidence suggest some form of coupling mental Procedures). Both the velocity and the reduced
lateral displacement associated with basal motion arebetween apical and basal motion. First, the apical and

basal unitary forces are of equal magnitude. Second, consistent with a kinesin or kinesin-related protein (Gel-
les et al., 1988; Wang et al., 1995).apical and basal stall forces tend to change together,

preserving a rough balance of forces. Third, in klar em-
bryos, stall forces are reduced in both directions. Such Model

One of the challenges of employing multiple motors istight coupling could result if both basal and apical trans-
port relied on a single, bidirectional motor. A bidirec- their coordination. If motors had a short duty cycle,

producing force during only a tiny fraction of the timetional motor hasbeen proposed for Reticulomyxa, where
a dynein-type complex is thought to be responsible for they are moving on MTs, it would be necessary to have

some means of synchronizing their activity in order forfast (z9.5 mm/s) transport of organelles in both the
anterograde and retrograde directions. The alternate their individual forces tosummate. To avoid a tug-of-war

situation, motors of opposite polarities may not remainpossibility is that entirely different motors subserve the
motions in either direction but that these motors are continually bound and active on the surfaces of vesicles.

We hypothesize that the Klar protein solves these kindscoordinately controlled and have similar properties.
The change in lateral displacement of wild-type drop- of problems in the wild type by establishing a tightly

coordinated complex of motors (Figure 6A).lets when moving in opposite directions suggests a
change in the physical interaction between the droplet Several lines of evidence suggest that coordination
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breaks down in the absence of Klar (Figure 6B). The cargo. In the other, nuclei are fastened to the MT network
through an MTOC, and dynein anchored in the cyto-difference in lateral displacement between motions in

the apical and basal directions disappears in klar em- plasmic membrane reels in the nuclei by translocating
the MTs, also promoting their depolymerization in thebryos. Next, the anticipated competition between mo-

tors of opposite polarities in klar embryos might be ex- process. If the first mechanism operates in photorecep-
tor cells, nuclei could employ the same Klar-basedpected to affect both velocity and force deleteriously.

Consistent with this, we observed a reduction of velocity multimotor complexes that we postulate for lipid drop-
lets. In the second case, Klar may organize individualfor droplets in klar embryos to about half that of the

wild type. This change is similar to the reduction in dyneins at the apical membrane into efficient multimotor
machines, in whose absence too little force is generatedthe velocity of gliding microtubules moving in vitro in a

competition assay using both dynein and kinesin, re- to pull nuclei apically. Because these two mechanisms
predict different locations of motors and MT ends rela-ported by Vale and coworkers (Vale et al., 1992). More-

over, lipid droplets in klar embryos are readily stalled tive to the nucleus (Morris et al., 1995), they may be
distinguishable by determining the intracellular locationby forces of a magnitude close to the unitary force (Fig-

ure 4C). This suggests that droplets are either (1) pro- of dynein and the polarity of MTs, for example, with
kinesin fusion proteins (Giniger et al., 1993).pelled by a single motorcomplex or (2) propelled by

multiple motors of both polarities, but with a number In summary, the klar and wild-type phenotypes reveal
a general, microtubule motor-based system, which reg-excess of just one, on average, pulling in any given

direction. ulates switching between different directions of trans-
port. Using the tools introduced here to visualize andOur model, then, is one where Klar1 enforces the coor-

dination of same-direction motors and thus avoids a quantitate lipid droplet movement in embryo prepara-
tions, it should be possible to eventually dissect manytug-of-war, by switching off the plus end–directed mo-

tors when minus end–directed motors are active, and of the physical properties of this general system. Of
particular interest will be mechanisms of developmentalvice versa. We postulate that the Klar1 complex either

alternates the presentation of plus end–directed or mi- regulation and the coordination of multiple motors, is-
sues not readily addressed using simpler in vitro motilitynus end–directed motors to the MT, or that it couples

several bidirectional motors, such that they switchdirec- assays.
tions synchronously (Figure 6C). Regulation of this com-
plex alters the frequency of switching, affecting persis-

Experimental Procedurestence times and thus determining the direction of net
transport. At the same time, the complex also controls Fly Stocks
the number of actively engaged motors. Oregon-R was the wild-type stock. By deficiency analysis, klar

This model makes testable predictions. First, the Klar maps to chromosome region 61C (unpublished data), close to marb
(61C4–7). All of the quantitative analysis reported here employedprotein should be found on lipid droplets and potentially
the original klar1 allele. klar1 and four newly identified klar allelesin direct association with motors. Second, multiple mo-
(unpublished data) caused similarly transparent embryos and roughtors should be found on droplets. Third, the motor–Klar
eyes, in various allele combinations and over a deficiency

complex should be subject to regulation that directly (Df(3L)emcE12; Garcia-Alonso and Garcia-Bellido, 1988) that removes
affects its physical properties. the klar locus. This suggests that klar1 is a null allele. All known klar

and marb alleles are viable and fertile. To establish how far MTs
extended into embryos, we employed line KZ328 (Giniger et al.,
1993), which expresses a kinesin–b-galactosidase fusion protein inklar Mutations Reveal a General Transport System
early embryogenesis.As photoreceptor cells mature, their nuclei are trans-

ported over tens of microns, first in the basal and then
in the apical direction (Tomlinson, 1985), reminiscent Visualizing Kinesin–b-Galactosidase, Photoreceptor

Cell Nuclei, and Lipid Dropletsof lipid droplet transport in phase II and III embryos,
The kinesin–b-galactosidase fusion protein was detected as de-respectively. klar mutations disrupt both transport pro-
scribed by Giniger et al. (1993). Eye imaginal discs were fixed,cesses similarly, impairing the ability to switch from
stained for Elav, and sectioned essentially as described by Fischer-basal to apical transport. This parallel suggests the exis-
Vize and Mosley (1994). To label lipid droplets, dechorionated em-

tence of a general system for bidirectional transport of bryos were fixed for 1 hr in a mixture of PBS, formaldehyde, and
organelles, including embryonic lipid droplets, photore- heptane (1:1:2), dried briefly, stained with 0.8 mg/ml Nile Red (Sigma)

in PBS, counter-stained with Hoechst 33258 (to label nuclei),ceptor nuclei, and possibly other cargoes. At least in
mounted in 75% glycerol, and scored by epifluorescence micros-the eye disc, this transport system appears to rely on
copy. Nile Red specifically labels lipid droplets in cultured mamma-dynein, because a dominant mutation in p150Glued (a sub-
lian cells (Greenspan et al., 1985); and in Drosophila embryos, Nileunit of dynactin, the dynein activating complex) causes
Red staining correlates with the distribution of lipid droplets as

basal mislocalization of photoreceptor nuclei that is determined by electron microscopy. Oil Red O (Preece, 1972), a
strikingly similar to that of klar mutants (Fan and Ready, dye specific for neutral lipids, produces a virtually identical staining

pattern (data not shown).1997).
To confirm the identity of moving particles seen by light micros-How similar is the role of Klar in the transport of lipid

copy, we suspended dechorionated, gastrulating embryos in dropsdroplets and nuclei? In fungi, two contrasting mecha-
of PBS and gently squashed these to disperse the cells. In a subsetnisms have been proposed for nuclear migration (Morris
of such cells, large particles continued to move in a saltatory fashion

et al., 1995). In one view, nuclei are uncoupled from any on linear paths at speeds comparable to vesicular movement in
microtubule organizing center (MTOC) and are propelled intact embryos. These moving particles were z0.5 mm in diameter

and labeled strongly with Nile Red.along MTs by cytoplasmic dynein directly, just as any
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Electron Microscopy straight average paths throughout the region tracked. To deal with
the issue of saltatory movement, parallel records were parsed intoSyncytial blastoderm and cellularizing embryos were collected,

fixed, stained, embedded for electron microscopy, and sectioned alternating segments of plus or minus end–directed motion, based
on “reversal points”: those times at which droplets reversed direc-as described by Merrill et al. (1988). For eachembryo, we determined

the number of lipid droplets along the apical–basal axis, in zones 6 tion, thereafter traveling a minimum of 100 nm in the opposite direc-
tion. At any given time, fewer than 5% of droplets were found to bemm wide, averaged over at least seven nonoverlapping sections,

and from these data calculated the mean distance of droplets from “stalled” (operationally defined as having a mean velocity below 60
nm/s for more than 0.5 s), and such droplets typically remainedthe surface. To determine the degree of variation, we analyzed two

or more embryos of each stage. stalled for under 2 s. Droplet movement was therefore modeled as
a two-state (i.e., binary) system, consisting of purely plus or minus
end–directed motion. The distance and duration for each segmentDroplet Motion in Intact Embryos
were measured, and the average droplet velocity in a segment wasand Squash Preparations
computed from the ratio. Pooled data from all run segments in aIntact, mechanically dechorionated embryos were placed on Petri-
given direction, derived from a series of tracked droplets, wereperm plates, covered with halocarbon oil plus a cover glass, and
used to compute mean distances, ,d1. and ,d2., and meanlipid droplet motion was recorded on a time-lapse video recorder
persistence times, ,t1. and ,t2.. Mean velocities, ,v1. and(AG-6030, Panasonic) using differential interference contrast (DIC)
,v2., were computed from weighted averages of speeds for allmicroscopy on an upright microscope (Axioplan, Zeiss). Tracks of
segments, with individual segment weights being assigned basedindividual droplets that could be readily visualized were traced on
on the propagation of errors in time and distance for each segmenta video screen and measured; such droplets moved apically at
(Bevington, 1969).speeds from 0.8 to 1.5 mm/s (average 0.77 mm/s; n 5 13) and basally

We computed lateral displacement from the standard deviationat speeds from 0.3 to 0.6 mm/s (average 0.45 mm/s; n 5 16). Fre-
of perpendicular displacement data, derived from lines fit locally toquency and extent of travel diminished during syncytial mitoses,
relatively short, representative segments of runs in a single directionwith an especially pronounced pause at the end of cycle 13 (Foe
(typically, 5 mm), rather than to the line fit of an entire droplet track.and Alberts, 1983).
This procedure was adopted to insure that small amounts of curva-For higher resolution work, single embryos of well-defined stages
ture present in the overall trajectory track did not introduce system-were chosen: for phase I, embryos came from mitotic cycles 10,
atic offsets. The method mayunderestimate the lateraldisplacement11, or 12; for phase II, embryos came from early cycle 14, where
when used on short segments, as the mean droplet position maycellularizing membranes had not advanced beyond more than half
not accurately reflect the location of the MT axis.the extent of the nuclei; and for phase III, embryos had initiated

gastrulation. Dechorionated embryos were placed on a microscope
slide and covered with halocarbon oil. A cover glass was placed Optical Trapping

The optical trap used for this work was produced by an 840 nm,gently on top of this preparation, supported by two spacers oneither
side, which served as props. On one side, the spacer consisted of single mode diode laser with integral beam circularization optics

(200 mW, Melles Griot; Visscher et al., 1996). Trapping light levelsa second cover glass z160 mm thick. On the other, it consisted of
a single layer of double-sticky tape (3M, Inc.), z80 mm thick. After were controlled with a dual-wedge compensating attenuator (925B,

Newport). Droplets were trapped within 10 mm of the cover glassthe thicker spacer was removed, surface tension pulled down on
the cover glass, gently squeezing the embryo, such that its yolk surface. Trapping force was calibrated by the escape force method

(below; see also Visscher et al., 1996) and varied linearly with dropletwas partially extruded and structures that normally extend radially
became closely apposed to the cover glass surface. Frequently, size over the range studied (Figure 4A). Droplet diameter was found

to be distributed in Gaussian fashion (0.46 6 0.09 mm; mean 6regions of such squashed preparations preserved much of the cellu-
lar morphology and maintained active areas of saltatory motion of standard deviation, n 5 150). This distribution appeared to be the

same in all embryos, mutant and wild-type, throughout the develop-lipid droplets, in planes parallel to the coverslip. Vigorous motion
was reproducibly observed for tens of minutes, and in some in- mental phases studied. Droplet size was determined by applying

small corrections to the apparent image size of droplets seen instances forces appeared undiminished for periods of up to 2 hr. For
kinetic and force analysis, we restricted our measurements to the video using a calibration curve. This curve was constructed by mea-

suring the image sizes of silica beads of known diameters over thefirst 15–30 min after squashing. During this time, preparations
seemed to faithfully recapitulate movements in the intact embryo; range 0.3–1.0 mm (index of refraction, n5 1.47). The refractive index

for silica is comparable to that of lipid droplets (n 5 1.48–1.53;in both, motion occurred in the same directions and with similar
velocities. Tiffany, 1986; White et al., 1996).

Force CalibrationVideo Analysis
Droplet motion was visualized by video-enhanced DIC microscopy The escape force from the optical trap was found for 0.5 mm uniform

silica beads (gifts of Egon Matijevic) in a variety of sucrose solutions(Axiovert 100, 100X/1.3NA oil immersion objective, 1.4 NA oil con-
denser, Zeiss; C2400 CCD videocamera; Argus-20 imageprocessor, with concentrations ranging from 0%–40% w/v (index of refraction

n 5 1.33–1.40; Weast, 1986). Multiple determinations of escapeHamamatsu) and videorecorded (AG-6300, Panasonic). Motion se-
quences, 10–15 s in duration, were transferred from videotape to an speeds (averaged from video records of trials where the microscope

stage was manually accelerated until particles just escaped fromoptical memory disk recorder (TQ2028-F). The positions of individual
droplets were tracked frame by frame using an algorithm that calcu- the trap) were converted to force using the known viscous drag,

computed from the bead diameter and solution viscosity (Weast,lates the position of the image centroid by cross-correlation and
that is accurate to the subpixel level (Image-1, Universal Imaging; 1986; Visscher et al., 1996). There appeared to be little change in

trapping efficiency over this range of refractive indices: the escapesee Gelles et al., 1988). This procedure provides centroid coordi-
nates with a temporal resolution of 33 ms and a spatial resolution force remained nearly constant, to within 10%. Trapping forces are

expected to be comparable in vivo, since the refractive index ofof z5 nm. The standard deviation in position of a nonmoving droplet
stuck to the coverslip was z2 nm. cytoplasm typically falls in the range of n 5 1.37–1.40 (Bereiter-

Hahn et al., 1979; Valkenburg and Woldringh, 1984). Escape forcesCentroid-based trajectories of moving particles were decom-
posed into two separate motions, parallel and perpendicular to the in vivo were therefore calibrated using the viscous drag method in

motility buffer (Visscher et al., 1996), using purified lipid dropletsmajor axis of displacement (Gelles et al., 1988), using a program
incorporating a least squares line fit algorithm, which minimizes the of different known size (Figure 4A). To retrieve lipid droplets for

calibration, 3-to-5-hr-old embryos were homogenized in phosphate-net perpendicular distance of the experimental data to the fit line
(S. M. B., unpublished data). Records of motion in the parallel direc- buffered saline (containing protease inhibitors: 2 mg/ml Aprotinin,

0.5 mg/ml AEBSF, 1 mg/ml pepstatin A, 1 mg/ml leupeptin, 0.5 mg/tion were used to extract the kinetic data; records of motion in the
perpendicular direction were used to estimate the lateral displace- ml TAME) and centrifuged at low speed to remove large particles

(microfuge, 4K for 10 min). The supernatant was recentrifuged atment (see below). This procedure assumesthat objects moved along
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